Visual Arts

Explore the many forms of visual art, from basket weaving to painting, and glasswork to furniture, with resources that encourage analysis, research, and practice. Preschoolers can practice their colors and discover how colors change when mixed with a lesson from the Abracadabra series. Middle and high school students can design self-logos and write descriptions of them after watching "The Art of Logo Design" from Off Book. The Math + Arts collection provides cross-curricular lessons that combine math with visual arts topics such as Shapes & Patterns, Perspective Drawing, and Totem Poles. Filmmaking, photography, and architecture, in addition to careers in art, the history of visual arts, and art institution, are all also explored.

Topics and resources in the following areas:

- Appreciation and Analysis of Visual Art
- Visual Art Creation and Participation
- Visual Art Media
- Visual Art Forms
- Elements and Principles of Design in Visual Art
- Society and History of Visual Art
- The Visual Art Profession
- Visual Art and Other Domains

Find PreK-12th grade videos, lessons, interactive experiences, and printable activities: